--- REVO Basic ---

Revo Basic
LEDs:

Cree / Luxeon Rebel

Available colours:

Warm white 3000K, neutral white 4000K,

PRELIMANARY

cold white 6300K, amber, royal blue and red
Available lenses:

Spot, medium flood, wide flood and elliptical

Power supply:

110 - 265VAC

Power consumption:

Max. 20 Watt

Power factor:

0,95 (230VAC), 0,99 (115VAC)

Housing:

Anodised aluminum

IP value:

IP67**

Measurements:

100 x 130 x 170 mm (hxwxd)

Weight:

1,9 kg

Compose your REVO
This product series is unique in its kind, because the configuration of each fixture is almost
entirely up to you.
Versions with cables, track rail adapters or feed-through connectors, a blank aluminum housing
(optional colours on request), LEDs in warm white, cold white, red or green, lenses with different
angles: spot, flood or elliptical beam; everything is possible!
Should you require a different lens or LED colour at any given moment in time, the REVO can
simply be converted to ‘a different product!’
Configuring a REVO is extremely simple: Just choose from the different model options, housing
colours, LED colours and lens types.
If you want to order a REVO, click HERE to download the REVO orderform.

Products
More than 1400 configurations are possible to compose your own REVO.
The product numbers below are just a small selection.
R-1-1-01-1 CLS REVO Basic, spot 12° 8xCree cold white 6300K IP67
R-1-1-02-4 CLS REVO Basic, wide flood 54° 8xCree neutral white 4000K IP67
R-1-1-03-2 CLS REVO Basic, elliptical 12x46° 8xCree warm white 3000K IP67
R-1-1-03-3 CLS REVO Basic, alu, 30° flood, 8xCree warm white 3000K IP67
R-1-1-31-1 CLS REVO Basic spot 12° 8xRebel PC amber IP67
R-1-1-31-2 CLS REVO Basic ellipt. 12x46° 8xRebel PC amber IP67

Accessories

110425

CLS REVO lens kit spot 12° 8 pcs of lenses

110435

CLS REVO lens kit medium flood 30° 8 pcs of lenses

110445

CLS REVO lens kit wide flood 54° 8 pcs of lenses

110455

CLS REVO lens kit eliptical 12x46° 8 pcs of lenses

CLS

tm

REVO Basic

CLS’s brand new REVO product line belongs to a revolutionary
flexible new IP67 range of products that can be used for an
enormous amount of applications. The REVO is designed in The
Netherlands by a team of architectural specialists.

Accessories

110435

871992

110555

CLS REVO LED kit warm white 2700K 8 pcs of LEDs

110565

CLS REVO LED kit neutral white 4000K 8 pcs of LEDs

110575

CLS REVO LED kit cold white 6000K 8 pcs of LEDs

110585

CLS REVO LED kit amber 8 pcs of LEDs

110595

CLS REVO LED kit royal blue 8 pcs of LEDs

110605

CLS REVO LED kit red 8 pcs of LEDs

110615

CLS REVO LED kit green 8 pcs of LEDs

871992

CLS mold set, straight 8-26mm

110790

CLS REVO Modular/Basic coupling

** The warranty on these armatures for outdoor use, only applies with a correct use of the CLS mold set
(article no. 871992).

The REVO is customizable in a large degree for different purposes.
Basically CLS offers three lines:
REVO Basic, REVO Modular and REVO Retail.
The REVO Basic already offers a lot of unique qualities:
• IP67 Rating
• Easy interchangeable lenses. Within a few minutes a REVO can be
rebuilt from a spot light to a flood light or any other type of beam
angle.
• Easy interchangeable LED colours. The REVO is available in various
versions concerning the colour of the LED. With the optional LED
colour kits it’s even possible to change the product within minutes
to a version with a completely different colour.
• Very high light output. Due to the extreme cooling that is obtained

by the design of the product, the LEDs stay very cool. This ensures
the maximum light output of the latest generation of Luxeon and
Cree LEDs.
• Ready for the Future! Since the product is completely modular.
Customers will have the possibility to upgrade the REVO in the
future with higher output LEDs. Simply by switching the back plate it
will be possible to upgrade the REVO Basic to a REVO Modular.
• Dutch Design and production! The housing is made of anodised
massive aluminum CNC. This fixture reflects quality in every detail.
Take a look at the bracket, the extreme cooling and the quality of
the light.
• Expected lifetime of the LEDs is more than 50,000 hours. Should,
in the rare event, an individual LED fail, then the failed LED can be
replaced within minutes!
The REVO Basic is the ultimate outdoor design fixture for lighting
up façades, bridges, pillars, sculptures, zoos and gardens. Its unique
qualities make it the obvious choice for architects and designers
worldwide.

